The National Flood Insurance Program (NFIP) is a federal program providing flood insurance to residents of participating communities. Created in 1968, communities can voluntarily join the program, adopting baseline floodplain management regulations, and then all residents—homeowners, renters, and businesses—are eligible to purchase a flood insurance policy. The program, now housed in the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA), also maps flood risks, helps educate residents about flooding, and supports flood risk reduction through grants, outreach, and incentives.

OVERVIEW OF THE NFIP

The National Flood Insurance Program (NFIP) was created over fifty years ago, partially in response to a lack of private market flood coverage. Floods can present challenges for private insurance due to adverse selection, correlated losses, and the possibility of very extreme events. Today, standard homeowners insurance policies typically exclude flood damages. To be protected against flood-related losses, a separate flood policy is usually required. While there has always been a robust private market for commercial flood coverage, there is also
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now a developing private market for residential coverage, although approximately 90% or more of residential flood policies are still purchased through the NFIP.\(^4\)

The NFIP is currently housed in the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Pricing for flood insurance is set by the program and the program holds all the risk. Private insurance companies issue and service policies in exchange for a fee. Referred to as Write-Your-Own (WYO) firms, this arrangement was established in 1983. Today, 60 insurers participate in the WYO program and approximately 88% of NFIP policyholders apply for NFIP policies via this program.\(^6\)

Homeowners can purchase up to $250,000 of building coverage. Homeowners and renters can both purchase contents coverage up to $100,000. Businesses and public buildings can purchase both building and contents coverage up to $500,000. As of early 2022, there were over 5 million policies-in-force nationwide.

### Floodplain Mapping

FEMA maps flood risk on Flood Insurance Rate Maps (FIRMs). FIRMs depict various flood zones. The Special Flood Hazard Area (SFHA) refers to the area with a 1% annual chance or greater of flooding. It is also commonly referred to as the 100-year floodplain. FIRMs divide the SFHA into two zones: “A” zones and “V” zones. A zones, subject to rising waters but no or limited wave velocity, represent the majority of SFHA policies; V-zones, a thin strip along some coastlines, represent areas exposed to wave velocity, such as storm surge hazards. Many FIRMs also show the estimated height of flood waters for a 1% annual flood, referred to as the base flood elevation (BFE). Outside of the SFHA is the X zone, which includes the 500-year floodplain (2% annual chance of flooding) and other areas of minimal flood hazard. Figure 1 shows a sample FIRM from Ocean County in New Jersey.

FIRMs are a regulatory tool of the NFIP. The SFHA is the area where flood insurance is mandatory for those with a federally-backed mortgage loan or a loan from a federally backed lender. This is referred to as the mandatory purchase requirement and was adopted early in the program’s history to increase purchase of flood insurance.\(^7\) The SFHA is also the area in which participating communities must adopt certain building codes (discussed further in the next section). Until 2021, the FIRMs were also used for pricing flood insurance. The new approach to pricing is discussed below.
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To capture the changing nature of flood risk, FEMA is required to assess the need to update a community’s FIRM at least once every five years. Reasons for updating maps are varied. Examples include advances in technological capacity to measure risk, changing land use patterns that affect the spatial extent of flood events, rising sea levels (observed, not projected), and land subsidence. In 1997, FEMA established the Flood Map Modernization Program to improve and digitize flood hazard mapping. Despite progress achieved through this initiative, FEMA has faced criticism for failing to update maps frequently enough, neglecting to include forward-looking flood risk measures like climate change projections, and failing to capture pluvial (rainfall) flood risk in SFHA designations.

In response to such criticism, FEMA has cited a lack of sufficient funding for mapping activities and delays caused by community challenges to the new maps. Because new maps can increase the number of households subject to the mandatory purchase requirement and/or show that individuals are now in higher risk categories associated with higher flood insurance premiums, the new maps often face appeals from communities.
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In order to participate in the NFIP, communities must adopt minimum floodplain management regulations in the SFHA, which include the following: (1) the community must require all new development in SFHAs to obtain a permit, (2) new development in floodways (the central portion of a floodplain that carries deep and/or high-velocity flows) must not be permitted if it increases flood heights, and (3) all new construction, or substantially improved or damaged properties in SFHAs, must be elevated such that the lowest floor is at or above the BFE, which is the estimated height of floodwaters in a 100-year flood (nonresidential structures can also use certain building materials to be dry flood-proofed). V zones have additional construction requirements that prohibit enclosed areas below the lowest floor from being used as living space and require homes to be elevated above the BFE on posts, piles, piers, or column foundations. The community also must base all regulations on the most up-to-date FIRM. Some communities may elect to have floodplain building codes that exceed these minimum requirements.

**PARTICIPATION IN THE NFIP**

Early in the program’s history, very few people purchased flood insurance. The mandatory purchase requirement, adopted in the Flood Disaster Protection Act of 1973, helped steadily increase purchase of flood policies as shown in Figure 2. As of February 2022, there were over five million active NFIP policies nationwide with about $1.3 trillion in building and contents coverage.
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**Figure 2: Year-end count of NFIP policies-in-force**

![Graph showing the year-end count of NFIP policies-in-force from 1975 to 2020.](image)

*Source: Data from OpenFEMA and the Insurance Information Institute*
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The NFIP is largely serving the residential market: as of August 31, 2021, 69% of policies covered single-family homes.\textsuperscript{10} Take-up rates in the SFHA vary substantially across the United States. Nationwide, the average take-up rate for residential properties in the SFHA is around 30%, but it is much higher in coastal areas of the south and east. Indeed, the program is heavily concentrated geographically with only 3% of counties accounting for 75% of residential policies.\textsuperscript{11} The state of Florida has the largest share of policies at 27% with Texas coming in second at 17%.\textsuperscript{12}

However, there are many counties around the country where a majority of policies-in-force are outside the SFHA. These communities are likely to have experienced recent or repeated flooding (for example, in 2017, when Hurricane Harvey flooded more than 31,000 homes in Harris County, Texas, but only 32% of them were in the SFHA); have active and continuing local outreach programs that educate the community about flood risk and availability and affordability of flood insurance (for example, Pinellas County, Florida, where a Real Estate Flood Disclosure training program has developed tools to help agents discuss flood risk and flood insurance with their clients); or may have residents with higher levels of disposable income willing to invest in flood coverage.\textsuperscript{13}

**NFIP PRICING**

Historically, the NFIP set premiums based on the flood zones shown on the FIRMs and a limited set of property characteristics.\textsuperscript{14} As part of the historical approach to rate-setting, there were certain policyholders that received discounted premiums. One group is referred to as pre-FIRM. These were discounts for properties built before a community’s first FIRM was completed. Legislation passed in 2012 and in 2014 began to phase out pre-FIRM premium reductions. Another group of policyholders (referred to as “grandfathered”) are able to keep lower premiums even when new FIRMs map them into higher risk categories.

The NFIP is now undertaking a major overhaul of rate-setting, referred to as Risk Rating 2.0. Launched in the fall of 2021, Risk Rating 2.0 replaced the zone-based rating system with more individualized measures of property risk. It modernizes premium-setting practices, which had not been updated in the more than fifty years since the program’s founding, harnessing advanced catastrophe modeling and improved datasets.\textsuperscript{15} Premiums no longer vary by zone, but reflect a more comprehensive analysis of flood risk for each property. Risk Rating 2.0 eliminates artificial “price cliffs” in the old pricing system that would appear at flood zone boundaries. It also undoes a regressive cross-subsidy, which, by failing to account for home value in setting premiums, charged higher-valued homes too little and lower-valued homes too much.


\textsuperscript{12}Source: Authors’ analysis of 2018 OpenFEMA policies dataset.
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CLAIMS

Typically, natural disaster losses tend to be “spiky” and can be characterized as having periods of low loss activity followed by the occasional catastrophic loss year. As illustrated in Figure 3, claims paid by the NFIP follows this pattern. Hurricane Katrina and the other storms of the 2005 season, Hurricane Sandy (2012), and Hurricanes Harvey, Irma, and Maria in 2017 are primarily responsible for the high-loss years in NFIP history. Flood losses, though, appear to be growing. The number of claims and the average inflation-adjusted amount per claim have both increased over time.16

FIGURE 3: INFLATION-ADJUSTED NFIP CLAIMS, BY YEAR (IN MILLIONS OF 2020 USD)

Some properties have been flooded frequently and there are special classifications and programs relating to these properties. Repetitive loss properties are classified as insurable structures having two or more NFIP claims above $1,000 inside any ten-year period since 1978. Severe repetitive loss (SRL) properties represent buildings with either four or more claims greater than $5,000 each or two or more claims where the combined building components of the claims exceed the property value. (In either case, the claims must have occurred within ten years of one another.) FEMA offers some funding assistance for SRL properties to take mitigation action.17

THE COMMUNITY RATING SYSTEM

The Community Rating System (CRS) is a voluntary program established in 1990 whereby communities elect to take on various outreach and mitigation activities in exchange for community-wide premium reductions. The system awards a rating from 9 to 1, with 1 being the highest ranking. Each new level in the program brings further premium discounts for residents, ranging from 5 to 45%. CRS activities include: emergency preparedness; maintaining consistent FEMA elevation certificates; protecting open space in the floodplain; and a range of outreach efforts. Outreach can be local community messaging campaigns regarding flood hazards, flood protection, and flood insurance. As of 2021, over 1,500 communities were participating in the CRS. While the program largely benefits flood insurance policyholders by offering a discount on premiums, the actions taken by participating communities can increase flood risk awareness and lower the costs floods impose.

NFIP FUNDING SOURCES

Funding for the NFIP comes primarily from policy premiums and fees, as well as annual appropriations for certain administrative activities like flood mapping. To help smooth expenses associated with large loss years, the NFIP borrows from the U.S. Treasury. This borrowing authority was an intentional component of the NFIP’s design, as the program was not created with the financial structure to withstand losses from catastrophic loss years. The limit on NFIP borrowing from the Treasury, in nominal terms, was $250 million upon inception and has been adjusted upward numerous times, reaching its current level of $30.425 billion in 2013. Hurricane Katrina in 2005 sunk the program into massive debt. Losses from Hurricanes Ike, Sandy, Harvey and other flood events have further exacerbated this financial position. Congress appropriated funds in the early 1980s to pay down NFIP debt, and in 2017, canceled $16 billion of the outstanding debt. The NFIP is still in debt $20.5 billion to the U.S. Treasury (see Figure 4). Both FEMA and the U.S. Government Accountability Office acknowledge the NFIP will not be able to repay this debt.
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Steps have been taken to improve the financial position of the NFIP. Legislation in 2012 required FEMA to establish a reserve fund that would maintain at least 1% of total annual potential loss exposure. To fund this reserve, a Reserve Fund Assessment totaling 15% of the NFIP policy premium is charged to each policy. A surcharge mandated by legislation in 2014 and a surcharge for severe repetitive loss policies adopted in 2019 also contribute to the reserve fund. The surcharge is $25 for primary residences and $250 for all other property types. The SRL surcharge is an additional 5% of the premium. The 2012 and 2014 laws also permitted the NFIP to purchase reinsurance and insurance linked securities (such as catastrophe bonds) from private capital markets. This was a substantial change in policy for the NFIP—prior to 2016, it had no substantial engagement with reinsurance markets. Reinsurance acts as an insurance policy for the insurer, structured to pay out in catastrophic loss years. The NFIP now purchases reinsurance from private investors and capital markets, thus transferring some of the public risk exposure to the private sector. In 2017, the NFIP made its first large reinsurance purchase, securing $1.042 billion in reinsurance coverage and recovered the entire amount after Hurricane Harvey. Three catastrophe bonds were also issued in 2018, 2019, and 2020 to transfer roughly $1.2 billion in NFIP financial risk to private capital markets. These recent risk transfers and statements made by FEMA suggest that reinsurance will continue to play a large role in NFIP financing.

Source: Congressional Research Service

FIGURE 4: YEAR-END CUMULATIVE NFIP DEBT TO TREASURY

21 Total annual loss exposure was measured using policies-in-force from the prior fiscal year.
22 The Reserve Fund Assessment has increased over time. At its establishment in 2013, it charged 5% on all standard policies.
23 The NFIP Reinsurance Program notes that “FEMA is committed to growing the NFIP Reinsurance Program to protect against future flood losses.” See https://www.fema.gov/flood-insurance/work-with-nfip/reinsurance for more information.
CONCLUSION: ONGOING CHALLENGES FOR THE NFIP

The NFIP is an important program nationwide, providing policyholders with financial resilience in the face of flood risk that is escalating in many locations. But the program faces several challenges. The NFIP is in an unsustainable fiscal position, despite rating overhauls, which will require Congress to forgive its accumulated debt. At the same time, flood insurance policies can be unaffordable for some at-risk residents who most need the financial protection of insurance. Many scholars and observers have suggested means-tested assistance to help lower-income families with the cost of flood insurance, but Congress has failed to adopt such a program. Finally, the program will also need to address growing flood risk in many locations from climate change. Currently, the NFIP fails to sufficiently communicate future flood risk, does not adequately address ever-increasing rainfall-related flooding, flood maps are backward looking and often out-of-date, and has not updated its development regulations to account for this growing risk.

NFIP TERMS & DEFINITIONS

- **FIRM**: FEMA acronym for Flood Insurance Rate Map, the official community map used by FEMA to delineate flood risk zones.
- **Pre-FIRM**: A structure for which initial construction or substantial improvements took place on or prior to December 31, 1974 or before the effective date of the first FIRM that maps the flood risk of the property.
- **SFHA/100-year floodplain**: A designated area on the FIRM with a 1-in-100 (1%) modeled chance of being flooded in any given year from riverine or coastal floods. This is the area of a FIRM where floodplain regulations are enforced and where the mandatory purchase of flood insurance applies.
- **500-year floodplain**: A designated area that has a 1-in-500 (2%) modeled chance of being flooded in any given year.
- **CRS**: FEMA acronym for Community Rating System, which is a voluntary FEMA program that encourages communities to complete a variety of mitigation and outreach activities to receive a discount on policy premiums for residents.
- **Grandfathering**: Generally meaning to be exempt from a new rule based on previous circumstances. Under the NFIP, grandfathering refers to when policyholders are able to keep lower premiums even when new FIRM maps them into higher risk categories.
- **WYO Program**: The Write-Your-Own program, an ongoing collaborative effort between FEMA and the insurance industry, allowing private insurance carriers to issue and service NFIP policies.
- **Severe Repetitive Loss Building/Property**: Refers to any property that is covered by flood insurance and has flood damage with four separate claims that have a sum value exceeding $20,000 or two separate claims that have a sum value exceeding the fair market value of the insured property.

WHERE CAN I FIND DATA ON THE NFIP?

Researchers interested in exploring data specific to the NFIP can use the following datasets and rating manuals:

**Policies and Claims Datasets**: OpenFEMA publishes policy-level data on the most recent 10 years of policies in claims in two separate datasets found here: [https://www.fema.gov/about/openfema/data-sets#nfip](https://www.fema.gov/about/openfema/data-sets#nfip)

**Historical Rate Manuals**: FEMA publishes each rating manual from 2005 onward. Until 2022, rate manuals provided information on how to calculate premiums, rating methodology, and relevant definitions. In the newer manuals, rate tables used to calculate premiums may be found in Appendix J. [https://www.fema.gov/flood-insurance/work-with-nfip/manuals](https://www.fema.gov/flood-insurance/work-with-nfip/manuals)

**Participating Communities in the CRS**: The current list of communities eligible for participation in the CRS, as well as their current class and discount level can be found via [https://www.fema.gov/flood-insurance/rules-legislation/community-rating-system](https://www.fema.gov/flood-insurance/rules-legislation/community-rating-system)

25 To see more detailed definitions of these and other terms, visit FEMA’s glossary: [https://www.fema.gov/about/glossary](https://www.fema.gov/about/glossary)